Theory of kinetic partitioning in protein folding with possible applications to prions.
This study focuses of the phenomenon of kinetic partitioning when a polypeptide chain has two ground-state conformations, one of which is kinetically more reachable than the other. We designed sequences for lattice model proteins with two different conformations of equal energy corresponding to the global energy minimum. Folding simulations revealed that one of these conformations was indeed much more kinetically accessible than the other. We found that the number and strength of local contacts in the ground-state conformation are the major factors that determine which conformation is reached faster; the greater the number of local contacts, the more kinetically reachable a conformation is. We present simple statistical-mechanical arguments to explain these findings. Our results may be relevant in explaining the phenomenology of such proteins as human plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), photosystem II, and prions.